Why Stress? Hire the Best!

Dan Waldschmidt’s Profile
Travels from Greenville, SC & Washington, DC, USA

A Talent Agency

~ Dan Waldschmidt ~
Speaker, Author, Extreme Athlete
Dan’s spent his life attempting (and often achieving)
the outrageous. He refuses to accept business as usual –
making him an unconventional, yet highly effective,
consultant to some of the world’s largest companies.
Having devoted years to studying thousands of “the
world’s most unlikely high performers, in his talks
crafted especially for you, he’ll share stories of
ordinary humans achieving outrageous success that will
enliven you to launch an extraordinary life.
You’ll leave the experience understanding the
strategies he uses to empower billion dollar businesses
see big wins and feeling as though you’ve been gifted a
map to the moon and the rocket to get you there.

Target Audiences: World-class organizations &
associations
Specialties: Business Strategy; Global Business;
Leadership; Motivation/Inspiration; Sports
(Ultrarunning); Sales & Marketing

TOPICS INCLUDE:
EVERYTHING YOU THINK YOU KNOW ABOUT
SUCCESS IS WRONG
Ultimately, success is not about what you do. It’s about
how you think. How you approach problems, how you
fundamentally see the world determines your outcome.
WHAT AUDIENCES LEARN
The four principles of “EDGY”:
● Extreme Behavior – expand your perception of
possibility
● Disciplined Activity – execute flawlessly and consistently
● Giving Mindset – stop trading, start giving
● (Y)Human Strategy – emotional intelligence regulates
success

34 KILLER SECRETS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
Working with the largest organizations around the world,
Dan Waldschmidt understands the keys to unlocking
breakthrough success. He works with firms in over 30
different verticals in 13 different countries to market,
message, and scale massive growth efforts across the
enterprise.
The secrets he’s learned and that he’ll share have increased
response rates by 520x and generated 900% revenue growth
- and will help you drive the success you’ve been yearning
for.
WHAT AUDIENCES LEARN
Common strategies lead to common outcomes. Learn how
to become extraordinary.
● How to deal with stupid people
● Framing up the message regardless of communication
platform
● Emotions matter. Even when you think they don’t.

PLEASE CALL FOR FEES

For Further Information or to Book
CONTACT:
Mary G. @ 336.775.9661
http://mgmspeakersbureau.com

TESTIMONIAL:
"Dan Waldschmidt is a genius. His edgy conversations for
business will make you think."
- Frank R.

Headquartered in NC - Available Worldwide

"He’s a cross between Zig Ziglar, Gary Vaynerchuk and
your favorite motivational speaker. He talks about business,
but really talks about life."
Matt H.
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